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Improper home care products -  Alternating between sulfate free and sulfate
shampoo.
Overuse of hot styling tools - excessive heat used while blow-drying, and
ironing can contribute to fading.
Sun damage - Sun naturally opens the cuticle.
Cuticle damage - blonding can be  an aggressive color service if not done
properly. We need cuticles intact to hold the gloss in the hair shaft.

A Preservation Gloss is a glossing service that is scheduled in-between the blonding
service. 
A Preservation Gloss delivers Shine, Condition, and Tone. 
This service not only benefits the customer, it also benefits your business by adding
an in-between service.

There are times when our blonde clients need a little shine, condition, or tone
between their blonding service. 
There are many reasons why tone & shine fade, and who doesn’t need conditioning
on their locks?                 

Reason for Loss of Tone and Shine

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      



Additional revenue - adding the in-between appointment will create
revenue for your business. 
Word-of-mouth Marketing -Your client’s hair will always look beautiful.
Happy clients will always recommend you and your salon, and generate new
client opportunities. 
Set your business apart – offering your color customers a maintenance
service elevates your professional authority.
Mentoring opportunity – up-and-coming stylists who has time on their
hands can help the colorist with this service. Involving the new team member
in the execution allows opportunity to train them how to recommend
additional services to their potential customers.

Cont'd

Preservation Glosses Help Your Business

Scheduling the Preservation Gloss
Plan the next major hair color services for your client, and schedule a
preservation gloss appointment half-way between.

The Preservation Gloss is a win-win for all, the salon, the colorist and especially
for the client.
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